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1. Introduction 

Many diverse industries are populated by businesses that operate "two-sided platforms." 

These businesses serve distinctgroups of customerswho need each other in some way, and the core 

business of the two-sided platform is to provide a common (real or virtual) meeting place and to 

facilitate interactions between members of the two distinct customer groups. Two-sided platforms 

are common in old-economy indusmes such as those based on advertising-supported media and 
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new-economy industries such as those based on software platforms and web portals. They play an 

important role throughout the economy by minimizing transactions costs between entities that can 

benefit from getting together. 

In these businesses, pricing and other strategies are strongly affected by the indirect network 

effects between the two sides of the platform. As a matter of theory, for example, profit-maximizing 

prices may entail below-cost pricing to one set of customers over the long runand, as a matter of 

fact, many two-sided platforms charge one side prices that are below marginal cost and are in some 

cases negative. These and other aspects of two-sided platforms affect almost all aspects of antitrust 

analysis-from market definition, to the analysis of cartels, single-firm conduct, and efficiencies. 1 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the economics of two-sided platforms and the 

implications for antitrust analysis. 

Two-sided platforms were &st identified dearly in pioneering work by Jean-Charles Rochet 

and Jean Tirole, which began circulating in 2001.2 A significant theoretical and empirical literature 

quickly emerged, and the subject has become a very active area of research in economics? For the 

purposes of this chapter, it is helpful to clarify some terminology that is used in the economics 

literature and which sometimes causes confusion. Rochet and Tirole used the term "two-sided 

markets" to refer to situations in which businesses were catering to two interdependent groups of 

customers. The term "market" was meant loosely and does not refer to how that term is often used 

in antitrust. This chapter refers to "two-sided platforms" but it is synonymous with "two-sided 

markets" as used in much of the economics literature. What "market" a two-sided platform 

competes in, from an antitrust perspective, is one of the questions considered here.4 Two-sided 

platforms often compete with ordinary ('single-sided") firms and sometimes compete on one side 

with two-sided platforms that serve a different second side. 

1 See David S.  Evans, Tbc Antitnrst Economics 4MuIn'-Sided PI4on1i Markets, 20 YU J.ON REG. 325 (2003) andjulian Wrighh - - - - - -

One-Sided Logc in Two-Sided Markets, 3 REV.OF NETWORK 44 (2004).ECON. 

2 Jean-Charles Rochet &JeanT i l e ,  Phtj6nrr Con@etitiot~ in Two-SidedMankets, 1J .  OF EUR. ASS% 990 (2003). Some of ECON. 
the key issues were identified in the context of payment cards in an important contribution Wlliam F. Baxter, Bank Excbatge 
of TransactionaI Paper LegaI and Emnoniic PerJpecn'ves, 26 J.L. &ECON.541 (1983). There are also literatures for particular 
industries that also provide precursors. 

3Set Con@etition PoLg it] Two-sided Markets, available at http://idei.fr/doc/conf/tsm/programme.pdf, for the program for a 
recent conference. 

4 Although, for the most part, w e d  use the term two-sided platform the reader should note that some platforms have 
more than two distinct groups of customers. Digital media platforms, for example, often have four: users, developers, 
hardware makers, and content providers. 

http://idei.fr/doc/conf/tsm/programme.pdf


2. Economic Background on Two-Sided Platforms 

A heterosexual singles-oriented club offers some intuition on the economics of two-sided 

platforms. A nightclub, such as Bungalow 8 in Manhattan, provides a platform where men and 

women can meet and search for interactions and potentially dates. The club needs to get two groups 

of customers on board its platform to have a service to offer either one: it needs to get both men and 

women to come. Moreover, the relative proportion of men and women matters. A singles club with 

few women will not attract men, and a club with few men will not attract women. Pricing is one way 

to get the balance right. The club might want to offer women a break if they are in short supply 

(through a lower price or free drinks). Or it might want to ration the spots to ensure the appropriate 

number of women; popular clubs typically have queues waiting outside, and women are picked out of 

line disproportionately. 

The dating club example motivates the informal definition of a two-sided platform that we 

introducedin the beginning paragraph. There are two groups of customers-men and women. 

Members of each group value members interacting with members of the other group. And the 

platform provides a place for them to get together and interact. By doing so it enables members of 

these two groups to capture various benefits from having access to each other (and to many of each 

other). 

Rochet and Tirole (2006) have proposed a formal definition: 

A market5 is two-sided if the platform can affect the volume of transactions by 
charging more to one side of the market and reducing the price paid by the other 
side by an equal amount; in other words, the price structure matters, and platforms 
must design it so as to bring both sides on board.6 

To satisfp this definition, "the relationship between end-users must be fraught with residual 

externalities" that customers cannot sort out for themselves.' That is clear in the case of the dating 

environment. In contrast, in the textbook wheat market there are no externalities connecting buyers 

5 Note that the word market below is being used in the loose manner that is the custom among economists and not in the 
antiaust sense. The Rochet-Tirole dehition would be more precise if it said "A two-sided platform business exists if ....." 

6 Jean-Charles Rochet &Jean Tirole, Two-sidedMarkets:A Pmgms Report, WJ. OF ECON.(forthcoming2006). 

7 As a result a necessary condition for a market to be two-sided is that the Coase theorem does not apply to the transaction 
between the two sides. See Rochet and Tirole, nrpm note 6, for more details. 



and sellers, and the price structure doesn't mattet: a tax on wheat levied on buyers has the same 

effect on quantity as the same tax levied on sellers. 

In addition, it must not be possible for the two sides to arbitrage their way around the price 

structure chosen by the platform. Men and women, for example, want to be able to search for dates 

among a large number of opposites. It is hard to conceive of a practical mechanism for women to 

reward men who come to a singles dub but who they reject. Likewise, for the other two-sided 

platform industries we consider it is difficult, if not impossible, for customers on one side to make 

side payments to customers on the other side. As a result the platform owner can institute a pricing 

structure to harness indirect network effects, and it is not feasible for customers to defeat this pricing 

structure through arbitrage. Generally, one can thinkof two-sided platforms as arising in situationsin 

which there are externalities and in which transactions costs, broadly considered, prevent the two 

sides from solving this externality directly. The platform can be thought of as providrng a technology 

for solving the externality in a way that minimizes transactions costs. 

It  is helpful to review four different types of two-sided platforms: exchanges, advertiser- 

supported media, transaction devices, and software platforms.8 

Exchanges have two groups of customers, who can generally be considered "buyers" and 

"sellers." The exchange helps buyers and sellers search for feasible contracts-that is where the 

buyer and seller could enter into a mutually advantageous trade-and for the best prices-that is 

where the buyer is paying as little as possible and the seller receiving as much as possible. (In 

organized exchanges, such as the New York Stock Exchange, it is often more useful to thinkof the 

two sides as liquidity providers-specialists or market-makers who quote prices to both buyers and . 

sellers and thus bring liquidity to the marketand liquidity consumers--ordinary customers who 

accept liquidity providers' offers.? We use the term buyers and sellers here loosely. The term, 

8 For discussion, see DAVIDS. EVANS,ANDREI AND RICHARD INVISIBLE HOW SOFrWAREHAGIU, SCHWNSEE, ENGINES: 
PUTFORMSDRIVE AND T~ANSPORM Ch. 3 (MIT Press 2006). We refer there to software INNOVATION INDUSTRIES, 
platforms more generally as shared input facilities. Armstrong uses the term "competitive bottlenecks" to refer to certain 
shared-input facilities. Although his discussion is analytically sound, his term is pejorative and has a meaning in competition 
law that differs from the one he assigns to i t  See MARK ARMSTRONG,COMPETITIONINTWO-SIDEDMARKETS (EtconWPA, 
Working Paper 2005). 

9 Bemhard Friess & Sean Greenaway, Co?@etitiot~it1 EU Trading and Pod-Troding Smice market^, 2 Competition Policy 
International (2006). 



"exchanges," covers various matchmaking activities such as dating services and employment 

agencies. It also covers traditional exchanges such as auction houses, internet sites for business-to- 

business, person-to-business, and person-to-person transactions, various kinds of brokers (insurance 

and real estate) and financial exchanges for securities and futures contracts. Finally, exchanges 

include a variety of businesses that provide brokerage services. These include publishers (readers and 

authors), literary agents (authors and publishers), travel services (travelers and travel-related 

businesses), and ticket services (people who go to events, and people who sponsor events). 

Exchanges provide participants with the ability to search over participants on the other side 

and the opportunity to consummate matches. Having large numbers of participants on both sides 

increases the probability that participants will find a match. Depending on the type of exchange, 

however, a larger number of participants can lead to congestion. That is the case with physical 

platforms such as singles clubs or trading floors. Moreover, participants may derive some value from 

having the exchange prescreen participants to increase the likelihood and quality of matches. 

Some exchanges charge only one side. For example, only sellers pay directly for the Services 

provided by eBay. This is also true for real-estate sales in the United States. Other exchanges charge 

both sides, although the prices may bear little relation to side-specific marginal costs. Internet 

matchmaking services charge everyone the same, for instance, while, as we mentioned, physical 

dating environments sometimes charge men more than women. Auction houses charge commissions 

to buyers and sellers. Insurance brokers historically charged both insurance customers and insurance 

providers in some types of transactions (some have agreed not to as a result of settlements of 

lawsuits brought by the New York State Attorney General). 

2.2. ~dver t i J i&-~u~~or t edMedia 

Advertising-supported media such as magazines, newspapers, free television, and web 

portals are based on a two-sided business model. The platform either creates content (newspapers) or 

buys content from others (free television). The content is used to attract viewers. The viewers are 

then used to attract advertisers. There is a clear indirect network effect between advertisers and 

viewersadvertisers value platforms that have more viewers; the extent to which viewers value 



advertisers is the subject of more debate but we suspect that viewers value advertisers more than they 

might adrnit.10 

Most advertising-supported media eam much of their revenues-and probably all of their 

gross margin-from advertisers." Print media are often provided to readers at something close to or 

below the marginal cost of printing and dismbution.12 In some cases-such as yellow page 

directories and some newspapers-they are provided for free. Free television is just that. And most 

web pods-Google and Yahoo for example-receive revenue only from advertisers. 

Any method for payment works only if buyers and sellers are willing to use it. Humans 

switched from barter when they were agreed on a standard memc for exchange-such as metallic 

coins or seashells. Governments facilitated this by ensuring the integrity of coins (to various degrees) 

and by using government-issued coinage for buying and selhg.' Cash, which has no intrinsic value in 

most modem economies, provides a payment platform because buyers and sellers expect that other 

buyers and sellers will use it. Of course the government facilitates this with various laws and through 

its own buying and selling activities. 

For-profit transaction systems are based on the same principles although they have 

challenges that governments-which at least in principle can create a platform by fiat--do not 

necessarily have. Although bank checks and travelers' checks are also examples of for-profit 

' 0  See, e.g., James M. Ferguson, Datb NewSpqberAd~~rtiri~g Rates, LocalMedia Cmss-Ownenhip, Newqqber Chains, aad Media 
ConIpetitiotk26 J. OFL. &ECON. 637 (1983), C'Readership studies show that advertising, e s p e d y  retail advertising, is 
considered as important as, or more important than, editorial content") and RD. Blair & RE. Romano, Pn'cig Deciriot~s qf 
the NewSp@erMonopoht, 59 SOUTHERN J, 731 (1993), C'circulation demand rises with increases in the quantity of ECON. 
advertising"). Other studies have shown that, unlike Americans, readers in certain European countries are averse to 
advertising. See, e.g., Nathalie Somac, Readersl&tifudes Toward Pms Advertisitg: Are Thy  &-Lovers orAd-Awe?,  13 J. OF 
MEDIAR O N .  249 (2000). On the other hand, TiVo and other related products that permit ad avoidance and deletion are 
very popular currently, with one study citing that TNo viewers skip about 60 percent of commerds. See AFarewellto 
A h ? ,  ECONOMIST, Apr. 15,2004. 

11 In a two-sided platform there is no rigorous way to define the profit "earned" by one side or the other. Not only are 
there typically costs that are common to both sides (the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, for instance), outlays that 
build business on one side of the market (via product enhancement, say) will also tend, via the externality, to build business 
on the other side. By "gross margin" we mean the difference between revenue and the variable costs, if any, that depend 
entirely on the volume on only one side of the market The cleanest examples of such a cost would be the manufacturing 
costs of video game consoles or the marginal printing costs of newspapers or yellow page directories. 

'2 Blair & Romano, supa note 10. 



transaction systems, we focus on payment cards, which have been the subject of significant c') 
competition scrutiny in many countries. 

Diners Club started the first two-sided payment system in 1950. Before then stores issued 

payment cards to their customers for use only at their stores. Diners Club began by getting a set of 

restaurants to agree to take its card for payment; that is to agree to let Diners Club reimburse the 

restaurant for the meal tab and then in turn collect the money from the cardholder. It also persuaded 

individuals to take its card and use it for payment. Starting with a small base in Manhattan it grew 

quickly throughout the United States and other countries. 

Diners Club charged restaurants seven percent of the meal tab; cardholders had to pay an 

annual fee, which was offset in part by the float they received as a result of having to pay their bills 

only once a month. As a result Diners Club earned most of its revenueand most likely all of its 

gross margin-from merchants. Other entrants into the charge and debit card businesses have 

followed this same approach. Determining who pays in the case of credit cards is a bit more 

complicated since that product bundles a transaction feature (for which the cardholder pays little) 

and a borrowing feature (for which the cardholder incurs hance charges). However, it is safe to say 

that merchants are the main source of revenue for credit cards held by people who do not revolve 

balances. 

American Express, Discover, and, until its recent absorption into MasterCard, Diners Club, 

set prices to merchants-the merchant discount, which gives rise to a positive variable transaction 

price-and to cardholders-annual fees and various rewards which may give rise to negative variable 

transaction prices. Card associations such as MasterCard and Visa are examples of cooperative two- 

sided platforms. For a transaction to be consummated there has to be an agreement on the division 

of profits and the allocation of various risks between the entity that services the merchant and the 

entity that services the cardholder. Most card associations set this centrally as, in effect, a standard 

contract between the businesses that service the two sides. Typically, they agree that the entity that 

services the merchant pays a percentage of the transaction-the "interchange fee"-to the entity that 

services the cardholder. This fee ultimately determines the relative prices for cardholders (issuers 

obtain a revenue stream which they compete for) and merchants (acquirers pass the cost of the 



interchange fee onto merchants). This centrally set fee has been the subject of litigation and 

regulatory scrutiny, as we discuss below.13 

A software platform provides services for applications developers; among other things, these 

services help developers obrain access to the hardware for the computing device in question. Users 

canrun these applications only if they have the same software platform as that relied on by the 

developers; developers can sell their applications only to users that have the same software platform 

they have relied on in writing their applications. 

Software platforms are central to several important industries. These include personal 

computers (e.g., Apple, Microsoft); personal digital assistants (e.g., Palm, Treo); 2.5G+ mobile 

telephones (e.g., Vodafone, DoCoMo); video games (e.g. Sony PlayStation, Xbox); and digital music 

devices (e.g., Creative Zen Micro, Rio Carbon). With the exception of video games, the software 

platform owners make most of their revenue, and all of their gross margin, from the user side; 

,developers generally get access to platform services for free, and they obtain various software 

products that facilitate writing applications at relatively low prices. Video game console 

manufacturers, on the other hand, typically receive virtually all of their gross margin from licensing 

access to the software and hardware platforms to game developers; they sell the video game console 

at dose to or below manufacturing cost. 

Software platforms facilitate a market for applications by reducing duplicadve costs. 

Application programs need to accomplish many similar tasks. Rather than each application 

developer writing the code for accomplishing each task the software platform producer incorporates 

code into the platform. The functions of that code are made available to application developers 

through an application program interface (API). The user benefits from this consolidation as well 

since it reduces the overall amount of code required on the computer, reduces incompatibilities 

between programs, and reduces learning costs.14 An important consequence of this reduction in cost 

13 DAVIDS. EVANS THEECONOMICS FEESANDTHEIRREGULATION:AN&RICHARDSCHMALENSEE, OFINTERCHANGE 
OVERVIEW Feer it1 Credit and Debit Card Indushies, (MlT SloanWorkingPaper, 2005b), in I~~tercbange Kansas City: Federal 

Reserve Bank of Kansas City, 2005, pp. 73-120. 


14 See Evans, Hagiu, &Schmalensee, s@ra note 8. 



is an increase in the supply of applications for the platform, an increase in the value of the software 

platform to end users, and positive feedback effects to application developers. 

2.5. Methods for M i n i e n g  Tratzsactions Costs 

The fundamental role of a two-sided platform in the economy is to enable parties to realize 

gains from trade or other interactions by reducing the transactions costs of finding each other and 

interacting. Two-sided platforms do this by matchmaking, building audiences, and minimizing costs. 

Different platforms engage in these activities to different degrees. Software platforms are mainly 

about minimizing duplication costs, advertising-supported media in mainly about building audiences, 

and exchanges are mainly about matchmaking. But they all seem to engage in each to some degree. 

All platforms help reduce costs by providing a virtual or physical meeting place for customers. We 

wiU see that these platforms all minimize transactions costs by through matchmaking, audience- 

making, and cost minimization through the elimination of duplication.15 

MySpace.Com provides an example of how a two-sided platform engages in all three 

functions. It is a popular internet site where young people can post their p r d e s  and develop 

networks of friends. It matchmaking between the people who sign up as well as the 

advertisers who would like to meet them. It builds audiences for advertisers as well as members- 

particularly musicians-who want to make themselves known. And it reduces the costs to people of 

getting together by providing a common meeting place. 

3. Economic Principles 

The theoretical economics literature on two-sided platforms is relatively new. Economists 

have derived many results based on stylized models that apply to some of the indusmes described 

above. The precise results are sensitive to assumptions about the economic relationships among the 

various industry participants. Even for these special cases it has turned out to be challenging to 

derive results without making fuaher assumptions about the precise nature of the demand, cost, and 

indirect network effects relationships.16 Nevertheless, several principles have emerged that seem to 

be robust. They appear to depend only on the assumptions that the platform has two groups of 

15 See DAVDS. EVANS SCHMALENSEE, CATALYSTCODE:THE STRATEGIESBEHINDTHEWORLD'SMOST&RICHARD 

SUCCESSFUL (Harvard Business School Press 2007).
COMPANIES 

' 6  That is, the models are based on assuming particular functional foms--e.g. linear-for relationships. 



customers, that there are indirect network externalities, and that the customers cannot solve these 

externalities themselves. 

To see the intuition behind pricing consider a platform that serves two customer groups A 

and B. It has already established prices to both groups and is considering changing them." If it raises 

the price to members of group A fewer As will join. If nothing else changed the relationship between 

price and the number of As would depend on the price elasticity of demand for As. Since members 

of group Bvalue the platform more if there are more As fewer Bs will join the platform at the 

current price for Bs. That drop-off depends on the indirect network externality which is measured by 

the value that Bs place on As. But with fewer Bs on the platform, As also value the platform less 

leading to a further drop in their demand. There is a feedback loop between the two sides. Once this 

effect is taken into account, the effect of an increase in price on one side is a decrease in demand on 

the first side because of the direct effect of the price elasticity of demand and on both sides as a 

result of the indirect effects from the externalities. 

A few equations will make this point more sharply for readers familiar with the concept of 

elasticity. The situation described just above can be summarized by two demand functions: 

QA=DA(pA,  = The first of these gives participation by members of Q B )and QB D ~ ( P ~ , Q ~ ) .  

group A as a function of the price charged to group A and participation by group B, and the second 

gives participation by members of Bsimilarly. Let e' =-(aD1 / ~P')(P'/ Q') ,for I=AJB. These 

are the own-price elasticities for each group, holding constantparh'@aSion by the other-i.e., ignoring 

the externalities hhng the two groups. Let 8; =( a ~ '/deJ) (QJ/ Q') for JJ=AJBJ I#]. These 

elasticities measure the strengths of the externalities connecting the two groups. In the normal two- 

sided case, both would be expected to be positive. Finally, let E' =- ( d ~ '/ ~P')(P'/ Q') for 

I=AJB. These are the ordinary own-price elasticities, computed assuming other prices remain 

constant but allowing participations (quantities) to vary. Differentiating both demand functions 

totally with respect to either price, and solving, yields: 

17 TO keep matters simple we consider the case where each side is charged a membership fee as in Armstrong (2005). More 
generally?platforms are natural businesses for two-part tariffs involving an access fee and a usage fee. 



Even if the As are not particularly price-sensitive, and as long as the externalities between the groups 

are strong (in either direction!), participation by group A may be highly sensitive to the price its 

members are charged, and similarly for group B. Even a small response by group A to a price 

change will trigger a response by group B,which in turn will produce a response by A, and so on. 

p e  equation above assumes that these response sequences converge.) 

The platform of course would like to find the prices that maximize its profits by taking these 

same sorts of considerations into account. For a single-sided business that would occur by selecting 

the output at which marginal revenue equals marginal cost and then charging the corresponding price 

for this quantity from the demand curve. (This equilibrium is often described by the standard Lerner 

formula that says that the price-cost margin equals the inverse of the own-price elasticity of demand.) 

For two-sided platforms three results appear to be robust: 

1) 	 The optimal prices depend in a complex way on the price sensitivity of demand on 

both sides, the nature and intensity of the indirect network effects between the two 

sides, and the marginal costs that result from changing output of each side. 


2) 	 The profit-maximizing, non-predatory price for either side may be below the 

marginal cost of supply for that side or even negative. 


3) 	 The relationship between price and cost is complex, and the simple formulas that 

have been derived for single-sided markets do not apply. 


For many platforms it is possible to charge two different kinds of prices: an access fee for 

joining the platform and a usage fee for using the platform. Although these are interdependent, one 

can think of the access fee as mainly affecting how many customers join the platform and the usage 

fee as mainly affecting the volume of interactions between members of the platform. Most software 

platforms charge access fees to users-they have to license the software platform but then can use it 

as much as they want--and do not charge access or usage fees to developers. Videogame console 

vendors, though, charge a usage fee to game developers-a royalty based on the numbers of games 

that are sold; users pay this usage fee indirectly through their purchase of games for the console. 

Payment card systems generally charge merchants a usage fee but no access fee. Cardholders may pay 

an access fee (the annualcard fee); they often pay either no usage fee or a negative one (to the extent 

they receive rewards based on transactions volume). 

C., 




The profit-maximizing reliance on access versus usage fees depends on many factors 

including the difficulty of monitoring usage and the nature of the externality between the two sides. 

Cardholders care about card acceptance, for instance, while merchants care about usage. It thus 

seems sensible not to charge merchants for access and not to charge consumers for usage. 

The empirical evidence suggests that prices that are at or below marginal cost are common 

for two-sided platforms. Table 1summarizes some relevant evidence. 



Tab/e I .  Exangles of Two-SidedPricitrg Sb~ctures'~ 

Heterosexual Dating Clubs 1 Zmen 
User 

DoCoMo i-Mode 
Content-Provider 0 d 
Seller 0 d 

U.S. Real Estate Brokers 
Buver 0 0 

Shopper
Shopping Malls 

Store 

User 4 8 
PC Operating Systems 

Developer 4 (<MC) 0 

Player
Video Game Consoles 

Game Developer 

Merchant 
Payment Card Systems 

Cardholder 

Note: d and 0 indicate that the entity either pays or does not pay, respectively, for either access or usage of the two- 
sided platform. Items in parentheses indicate where marginal cost or below marginal cost pricing is prevalent for 
a particular side of a two-sided platform. 

Two-sided platforms are in the business of encouraging customers to join their platforms 

and stimulating them to interact with each other once they have joined. They design their platforms 

with this in mind. This can lead to decisions that in a narrow sense harm one side. 

la This table shows pricing structures that are common in these indusmes. In many cases, fees will differ from these pricing 
smctures. For example, some dubs offer free entry to women, some magazines offer free subscriptions, some video game 
players pay fees for on-line play, and some payment cardholders do not pay fees for their cards and/or get usage based 
rewards. For dating dubs, usage fees for men and women refer to fees for drinks in the club. For real estate, the usage fee 
for sellers refers to the fee for selling a house; there is typically no fee for using the system to list or show a house. For 
shopping malls, the negative usage fee for shoppers refers to the free parking that is commonly available. For video game 
consoles, players do not pay a fee for using the console, although they do pay for video games to the game developer 
(which in some cases is the same firm that makes the console and in other cases pays a royalty to the console manufachlrer). 
For payment cards,cardholders are also subject to penalty fees, such as for exceeding credit limits or for late payments; we 
have not included these fees in the table. 



A simple example is a shopping m d .  Shoppers would prefer to get to stores in the least 

amount of time. Merchants would like to maximize the amount of foot traffic outside their stores 

and therefore the number of potential shoppers. Shopping malls are sometimes designed to 

encourage shoppers to pass by many stores-.g. by putting the up and down escalators at different 

ends of the mall. 

Advertising-supported media are another obvious example. Viewers would like to gain 

access to the content-and perhaps even the advertisements of their choice-in the most convenient 

way. Some magazines are laid out to make it difficult even to find the table of contents or to find the 

continuation of an article without thumbing through many advertisements. Television watchers 

might benefit from having advertisements clustered at the beginning or the end of each program, but 

television providers (in the United States, at least) typically intersperse the advertisements and 

precede them perhaps with a cliffhanger to discourage viewers from taking a long break. 

Two-sided platforms may also bundle features that directly benefit side A but harm side B 

(putting aside the indirect externalities from increasing the participation of side A).l9All software 

platforms include features for example that do not benefit most users. However, some developers 

value each of these features and in particular value knowing that any user of the software will have 

that feature and therefore be able to run its applications. All payment card systems require merchants 

that take their cards for payment to take any of their cards for payment, regardless of who presents it 

or which entity issued it. Some merchants would benefit from being selective-taking cards only 

from people who lack cash, for example. But this would reduce the confidence that cardholders have 

that their cards will be taken at stores that display the acceptance mark. (We will see later that special 

cases of these requirements, linking acceptances of credit and debit cards, have given rise to tying 

claims. This paragraph is not meant to suggest that tying could not be used in an anticompetitive way 

by two-sided platforms but rather to point out that there is an additional efficiency explanation for at 

least one aspect of this practice that does not arise in one-sided businesses.) 

3.3. Rules atrd Regulations 

Given that platforms promote interactions between customers and seek to harness indirect 

network externalities it should come as no surprise that two-sided platforms have an incentive to 

'"ee Rochet and Ti le ,  s@m note 6. 



devise rules and regulations that promote these externalities and limit negative externalities between 

customers. The most sophisticated rules and regulations may be those employed by exchanges. All 

exchanges have rules against "front-running," for instance. This practice occurs when a broker 

receives a large purchase order from a customer, first buys on his own account, and then executes ' 

the customer order, which drives the price up slightly, and then sells on his own account and pockets 

the resulting profit. Banning this practice directly harms brokers, but it makes buyers and sellers 

more confident that they are getting the best price possible, and thereby boosts volume on the 

exchange. 

Cooperative two-sided platforms have further need for rules and regulations because the 

behavior of their members can affect the value of the two-sided platform as a whole. Visa, for 

example, has rules that govern the appearance of cards issued by members, to provide some 

uniformity for the common brand, as well as to prevent members from using the brand 

inappropriately. The system also has rules that address disputed transactions. Acquirers would have 

an incentive to favor their customers (merchants) in a dispute while issuers would favor their 

customers (cardholders). The system's rules attempt to find a balance between these competing 

interests, to increase the attractiveness of the system as a whole. 

4. Industrial Organization of Markets with Two-Sided Platforms 

Casual empiricism shows that industries with two-sided platforms are quite diverse. We 

explain some of the basic determinants of this heterogeneity from a theoretical perspective and then 

document aspects of it by surveying industries in which two-sided platforms are central. 

4.1. Deterrninatrts of Platform Sixe and Structure 

Five fundamental factors determine the relative size of competing two-sided platforms. 

Table 2 summarizes the factors we discuss below and their effect on size (with a "+" indicating that 

there is a positive association between size and the factor). 



Tab/e2. Detenlri~ants ofIndusfty Structure 

Indirect network effects 

Scale economies 

Congestion 

Platform differentiation 

Multi-homing 

Idred Network E8ect.r 

Indirect network effects between the two sides promote larger and fewer competing two- 

sided platforms. Platforms with more customers of each group are more valuable to the other group. 

For example, more users make software platforms more valuable to developers and more developers 

make software platforms more valuable to users. These positive-feedback effects make platforms 

with more customers on both sides more valuable to both sets of customers. To take another 

example, a payment card system whose cards are taken at more merchants is more vahble to card 

users-that is why we see card systems touting their acceptance ("Mastercard: No card is more 

accepted.") in consumer advertisements. 

If there were no countervailing factors, we would expect that indirect network effects would 

lead two-sided platforms to compete for the market. First movers would have an advantage, all else 

being equal. We would have the familiar story that the firm that obtains a lead tends to widen that 

lead as a result of positive-feedback effects and therefore wins the race for the market.20 Other firms 

could compete with this advantage only if they offered consumers on either side something that 

offset the first mover's size advantage. 

Indirect network effects may dedine with the size of the platform. For example, the 

probability of finding a match increases at a diminishing rate with the number of individuals on either 

See, eg.,David S. Evaas& Richard Schmalensee, A Gtiide to the Ann'fnist Ecot~o~nics WGAZINEofNtworkr, 10 A N ~ U S T  
36 (1996)and CARLSHAPIRO&HhLR VARIAN, INFORMATION RULES:A STRATEGIC TO THE NETWORKGUIDE ECONOMY 
(Harvard BusinessSchool Press 1999). 



side (buyers or sellers, men or women).21 At some point positive externalities from more participants 

may turn into negative externalities in the form of congestion as discussed below. 

For many two-sided platforms there would appear to be significant fixed costs of providing 

the platform. This should lead to scale economies over some range of output. For example, card 

payment systems have to maintain networks for authorizing and settling transactions for cardholders 

and merchants (and for their proxies-issuers and acquirers-in the case of association-based 

payment systems such as Mastercard). The costs of developing, establishing, and maintaining these 

nitworks are somewhat independent of volume. To take another example, there is a fixed cost of 

developing a software platform but a low marginal cost of providing that platform to developers and 

end users. In some cases the scale economies may mainly operate on one side. For example, there are 

scale economies in providing newspapers to readers (there is a high fixed cost of creating the 

newspaper and a relatively low marginal cost of reproducing and distributing it) but not in providing 

space to advertisers. Lastly, some physical platforms such as trading floors and singles clubs have 

scale economies at least in the short run, up to their capacity levels. 

Diseconomies may set in at some point for various reasons on one or both sides. For 

example, to persuade existing end users to replace (i.e. upgrade) their existing software platforms 

software, platform vendors have to add features and functionality. Many of these improvements may 

be designed to encourage application developers to write new or improved applications for the 

platform that in turn benefit end users. However, as software platforms have gotten larger and more 

complex, it has become more expensive and time consuming to add features and functionality. The 

most recent version of the Apple OS took four months longer to develop than the previous 

version.22 Microsoft's Vista operating system has also been plagued with very long delays. 

Cotrg~~fiotiand Search Oprtni~atioti 

Several design issues tend to limit the size of two-sided platforms. Physical platforms such as 

trading floors, singles clubs, auction houses, and shopping malls help customers search for and 

21 See Evans,supm note 1. 

22 For Apple OS release dates, see Jason Snell, Jag~~ar Mac OS X 10.2Am'w,  Macworld,'Sept. 1,2002; Sarahrrt~/easbed 
Stolrely,AHe Sets hal~tberRelease Dak, IDGDATA,Oct  10,2003.; and Steven Musil, This Week in T&erApple releases Mac OS 
X 10.4, CNETNEWS,Apr. 29,2005. 



consummate mutually advantageous exchanges. At a given size expanding the number of customers 

on the platform can result in congestion that increases search and transaction costs.= It may be 

possible to reduce congestion by increasing the size of the physical platform, but that in turn may 

increase search costs. Indeed, to optimize searching for partners, two-sided platforms may find that it 

is best to limit the size of the platform and prescreen the customers on both sides to increase the 

probability of a match. One might argue that singles-type clubs do this explicitly (deciding who can 

get into an ccexclusive" club) or implicitly (compare church-oriented singles groups and Club Med 

resorts). We will return to this subject below in discussing platform diffkrentiation. Congestion may 

arise on one side alone. For example, increasing the volume of advertising in a newspaper may not 

only crowd out the content that attracts the readers but also result in a cacophony of messages that 

reduces the effectiveness of any particular advertisement. 

Phtjortt~Di~eret~ta'atiotland M~/ti-honzitg 

Platforms can differentiate themselves from each other by choosing particular levels of 

quality (what is known as "vertical differentiation") with consumers choosing the higher or lower 

quality of platform depending on the income and relative demand for quality. There are, for example, 

upscale and downscale malls. Platforms can also differentiate themselves from each other by 

choosing particular features and prices that appeal to particular groups of customers (what is known 

as "horizontal differentiation"). Thus there are numerous advertising-supported magazines that 

appeal to particular segments of readers and advertisers (e.g. Cape Cod Bride or FbFishen~~an). 

Horizontal differentiation can result in customers choosing to join and use several 

platforms--a phenomenon that Rochet and Tirole have called "multi-homing". Customers find 

certain features of different competing platforms attractive and therefore rely on several. Payment 

cards are an example of multi-homing on both sides. Most merchants accept credit and debit cards 

from several systems, including ones that have relatively small shares of cardholders. Many 

cardholders carry multiple cads, although they may tend to use a favorite one most 0ften.~4 

Advertising-supported media also have multi-homing on both sides-advertisers and viewers rely on 

a For a general discussion on matching, search, and congestion see, for example, Robert Shimer &Lones Smith, Matching, 
Scnnh, and Hetemgenu~, 1 ADVANCESIN ~.IACROECONOMICS(2001) and Mark Rysman, Conrpetifion Between Networks: A S&4 
oftbe Market>r Yellow Pages, 71 REV.OFECON. 483 (2004b).S ~ I E S  

24 MARKRYSMAN,AN EMPIRICAL OFPAYMENTANALYSIS CNU)USAGEposton University - Department of Economics, 
Working Paper, 2004a). 



many differentiated platforms. Other two-sided platforms have multi-homing only on one side. Most 

end-users rely on a single software platform for their personal computers, for instance, while many 

developers write for several platforms. 

4.2. EnzpiriGal Euidetzce otz Two-sided Itzdustry Structure 

It is possible to see some regularities across industries in which two-sided platforms appear 

to be the dominant form of organization. Table 1above and Table 3 reveal several features: 

m 	 It is relatively uncommon for industries based on two-sided platforms to be 

monopolies, or near monopolies. Some industries based on two-sided platforms 

have several large differentiated platforms, while others have many small platforms 

that are differentiated by location as well as along other dimensions. 


m 	 Multi-homing on at least one side is common. Horizontal product differentiation 

tends to be the norm. 


m 	 Asymmetric pricing is relatively common. Many two-sided platforms appear to 

obtain the preponderance of their operating profits (revenues minus direct costs) 

from one side. A nontrivial portion of two-sided platforms appear to charge prices 

that are below marginal cost or below zero. 




Table 3. Preset~ce OfMulti-hon~itg and Largest Cornpetitor Sbare ofSelected Two-Sided Playbms 

Uncomtnotx Multi-homing may be unnecessary, 
Residential Property Buyer since a multiple listing service allows the listed Fifty largest 6rms have a 
Brokerage Seller property to be seen by all member agencies' 23% share. (2002) 

customers and agents. 

Four largest fitms accounted 

Securities 
Brokerage 

Buyer 
Seller 

Cot~zmou:The average securities brokerage 
client has accounts at three 6rms. Note that 
clients can be either buyers or sellers or both. 

for 37% of in securities 
brokerage and 16% in 
financial portfolio 

Cornox In 1996, the average number of 
magazine issues read per person per month 

Newspapers and Reader was 12.3. Aho comt~onfor aduerhem for Wall Street Journal had a 
example, AT&T Wireless advertised in the 28% share of the five largest 

Magazines Advertiser 	 New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, newspapers. (2001) 
and Chicago Tribune, among many other 
newspapers, on Aug. 26,2003. 

Cot~zn~on:For example, viewers in Boston, 
and Houston, among Chicago, Los ~ n ~ i e s ,  	 U.S. law forbids broadcasters 

other major metropolitan areas, have access to from owning TV stations
Viewer at least four main network television channels: reachmg more than 35% of Network Television 
Advertiser 	 ABC, CBS, FOX, and NBC. Alro comtnot~for the nation's television 

advertisem for example, Sprint places television audience.
advertisements on ABC, CBS, FOX, and i 

I I NBC. I I 
Utjcotnt~zonforuserx Individuals typically use 

Operating System 
End User 
Application 
Developer 

. 
only one operating system. Con~motlfor 
developerx AS noted earlier, the number of 
developers that develop for various operating 
systems indicates that developers engage in 

Microsoft has a 96% share 
of revenue of client 
operating systems. (2004) 

significant multi-homing. 

Vati~~forphyerxThe average household (that 

Video Game 
Console 

Game Player 
Game 

owns at least one console) owns 1.4 consoles. 
Commonfor developrx For example, in 2003, 
Electronic Arts,a game developer, developed 

SonyPSlandPS2hada 
63% share of console 
shipments in North 

for the Nintendo, Microsoft, and Sony America. (2003) 
datforms. 

C o w m :  Most American Express cardholders The Visa system had a 45% 
Cardholder also carry at least one Visa or Mastercard. In share of all credit, charge, 

Payment Card 
Merchant 	

addition, American Express cardholders can and debit purchase volume.
use Visa and Mastercard at almost all places (2004)
that take American Express. 

Source: 	 Adapted from David S. Evans, The Antitrust Economics of Multi-Sided Plagom Markets, 20 YALEJ. ON REG. 325 (2003a). 
Industry share data from United States Census Bureau, 2002 Economic Census 

' 

~http://www.ccnsus.gov/econ/ce11~~~02/guide/INDSUMM.HTM~;
"Top 20 U.S. Daily Newspapers by Circulation," Newspaper 
Association of America <http://www.naa.org/infolfactsOlll8~bp20circ/index.html~Stephen Labaton, "U.S. Backs Off Rules for 
Big Media," New York Times, January 28, 2005; Al Gillen and Dan Kusnekky, "Worldwide Client and Server Operating 
Environments 2004-2008Forecast," IDC Market Analysis, No. 32452,December 2004;Schelley Olhava, "Worldwide Videogame 
Hardware and Sohare  2004-2008Forecast and Analysis," IDC Market Analysis, No. 31260,May 2004;The Nilson Report, No. 
828,February 2005;The Nilson Report, No. 833,May 2005. 

~http://www.ccnsus.gov/econ/ce11~~~02/guide/INDSUMM.HTM~;
<http://www.naa.org/infolfactsOlll8~bp20circ/index.html~


5. Overview of Antitrust Cases Involving 2-Sided Markets 

Many antitrust cases have involved two-sided platforms. A few-including several important 

ones-seem to have touched on two-sided issues before economists began to address them formally. 

And some are based on analyses of markets and practices that, putting aside whether they led to the 

correct verdict or not, are analytically wrong from the perspective of the two-sided literature. 

Table 4. Sumn~aty ofLeading Cases ~JJ Two-Sided Plafj6tm Typ? 

T Yellow Pages Monopolization 

Microsoft-Media
arsh McLennan . Cartel 

Table 4 presents an overview of antitrust cases in the European Community and the United 

States that concern two-sided platforms. We have not done a systematic review of cases but have 

rather listed cases that have had a high profile in these jurisdictions with which we are generally 

familiar.2"I'he cases span all of the major categories of two-sided platforms and involve the spectrum 

United States v. Times-Picayune Publishing Co., 345 U.S. 594 (1953); RTE, BBC, and ITP v. Commission of the 
European Communities, ("Magill") Joined Cases C-241/91 P and C-242/91 P-, ECR 1995 1-00743 (Apr. 6,1995); UK 
Competition Commission, Chsjred DiredotyAduer/irg Semites (March 1996); UK Office of Fair Trading, Clanzed Directory 
Ad~rtisitg Servim: ReLdew of  Underfakings Giuen $BTto the Semtaty ofstate in Jtib 1996 (May 2001); United States v. Lorain 
Journal Co., 342 US 143 (1951); United States v. Taubman, 297 F.3d 161 (2d Cir. 2002); State of New York v. Marsh & 
McLennan Companies, Inc., et al., Complaint filed October 14,2004, Index No. 04-403342; Competition Commission, A 
reporf'ot: thepmposed acguiision goft~don Stock Exchatrgeplc Deritsche Barse AG or Eumnext NV (November 2005); US 
Department of Justice, Department ofJrish'ce Antifrurst Diuiion Statement on the Cbsitg ofits Two Stock Exchange Inueshgations (Nov. 
16,2005); Office of Comrnunications(Ofcom), Whole~aleMobile Voice Cuff Tem~inatiotl uune 1,2004); National Bancard Corp. 
v. Visa U.S.A., Inc, 779 F.2d 592,602 (11th Cir. 1986); In re Visa Check/MasterMoney Antitrust Litigation, 192 F.RD. 68 
@.D.N.Y 2000); United States v. Microsoft 87 F. Supp. 2d 30 (D.D.C. 2000); Commission of the European Communities 
v. Microsoft, Case COMP/C-3/37.792/Microsoft; Atari Games Corp. v. Nitendo, 975 F.2d 832 (Fed. Cu.1992). 

26 John Wotton, Are Media MarkebA14sed ar Two-Sided Markets? (2006) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the author). 



of competition policy issues. This section summarizes some key issues that arose in several of these 

cases. 

5.I .  NaBanco 

In NaBatrto v. Visa,the federal district court and the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals 

recognized several of the key features of what have become known as two-sided platforms. Visa was 
' 

(and is) a cooperative of banks that issued cards and acquired those card transactions from 

merchants. It established a rule for governing the situation in which an individual whose card was 

issued by bank A paid with that card at a merchant acquired by bank B, where A and B are different 

banks. Although those banks could have a bilateral agreement, Visa established a default rule that 

among other things determined the allocation of the profits and risks of the transaction. This rule 

provided that given the various allocations of risks and costs that the bank that acquired the 

transaction (B) had to pay the bank (A) that issued the card a percent of the transaction amount; this 

percent is known as the interchange fee, and it was initially set at 1.95 percent. 

NaBanco argued that the interchange fee violated Section 1of the Sherman Act because it 

was a price set collectively by competitors. Visa argued that unlike classic price fixing, the ability to 

set an interchange fee was a mechanism to allocate costs between the issuing and acquiring sides of 

the business and enhanced output by, among other things, limiting opportunistic behavior by 

individual members and avoiding the chaos of bilateral negotiations among thousands of member 

banks. The Eleventh Circuit concluded: 

Another justification for evaluating the [iterchange fee] under the rule of reason is 
because it is a potentially efficiency creating agreement among members of a joint 
enterprise. There are two possible sources of revenue in the VISA system: the 
cardholders and the merchants. As a practical matter, the card-issuing and 
merchant-signing members have a mutually dependent relationship. If the revenue 
produced by the cardholders is insufficient to cover the card-issuers' costs, the 
servicewill be cut back or eliminated. The result would be a decline in card use and 
a concomitant reduction in merchant-signing banks' revenues. In short, the 

, 	 cardholder cannot use his card unless the merchant accepts it and the merchant 

cannot accept the card unless the cardholder uses one. Hence, the Fnterchange fee] 

accompanies "the coordination of other productive or distributive efforts of the 

parties" that is "capable of increasing the integration's efficiency and no broader 

than required for that purpose."27 


n National Bancard Corp. v. Visa U.S.k, Inc.,779 F.2d 592,602 (llfhCir. 1986). 



Professor William Baxter worked for Visa on this matter. His 1983article in the JoumaI of 
LaulandEcononlispresented many of the key concepts of two-sided markets within the context of the 

determination of interchange fees. The modern literature now recognizes that the interchange fee is 

at least partly a device for determining the pricing structure for the card system.28 Some regulators 

and antitrust authorities, while recognizing the two-sided nature of the business, have argued in 

recent years that the interchaqge fee is set at a level that encourages the overuse of cards. 

5.2. Stock Exchange Mergers 

In recent years, stock exchanges have increasingly looked to merge with each other. In 

December 2004, Euronext and Deutsche Borse, respectively the second and third largest stock 

exchanges in Europe by value of trading, made bids to take over the London Stock Exchange, the 

largest stock exchange in Europe. Both bids were referred to the UK's Competition Commission for 

investigation under UK competition law-they did not qualify for investigation by the European 

Commission under EU law. In its report, the Competition Commission expressed concerns about 

the ownership of cleating services by the Euronext or Deutsche Borse that was likely to result post 

merger. I t  was believed that ownership of clearing services by the London Stock Exchange's parent 

company would act as a barrier to potential competitor exchanges to the London Stock Exchange 

that needed access to same clearing service to be competitive. Both Euronext and Deutsche Borse 

made commitments that satisfied the concerns of the Competition Commission but as a result of 

business rather than regulatory reasons, neither deal went through. 

In the United States, in 2005 the Nav York Stock Exchange agreed to merge with 

Archipelago, an electronic stock exchange, and the NASDAQ Stock Exchange agreed to merge with 

Instinet, also an electronic stock exchange. The Justice Department approved both mergers, in part 

because it believed that there were no likely anticompetitive effects given the planned and likely entry 

of other firms. In 2006, the New York Stock Exchange and Euronext announced they had agreed to 

merge. As of this writing, the transaction is still pending antitrust and regulatory approval from 

authorities in the United States and Europe. 

28 See, e.g., Richard Schmalensee, Pqment Sydems and Intenhange Fees, 50J .  OP INDU~~UALECON.103 (2002); Jean-Charles 
Rochet &JeanTmole, Coopdon among Coqbetito~: Some Economics ofcredit CadRrsotiafons, 33WJ.OP ECON. 549 
(2002); See Rochet & Tirole,s@ra note 2; See Wright, qbra note 1;DAVIDS. EVANS PAYING&RICHARDSCHMALENSEE, 
mP m c :RIEDIGITALREVOLUTION (MITPress 2005a);and David S. Evans & RichardIN BWINGAND BORROWING 
Schmalensee, s19ranote 13. 
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Stock and other exchanges exhibit significant network effects. Fundamentally, more trading 

activity on the part of providers and consumers of liquidity tends to reduce spreads between bid and 

ask prices and to make markets more liquid, so that large blocks of stocks, options, or commodities 

can be bought or sold rapidly without a price penalty. And, of course, smaller bid-ask spreads and 

more liquidity tend to attract more trading. The more investors that come to a market, the more 

attractive that market becomes to liquidity providers, and the more liquidity providers are present, 

the more attractive the market is to investors. 29 

Traditionally, stock exchanges have tended to be local monopolies, due in large part to these 

network effects, to regulations that restricted cross-border trading and, historicallp in the U.S., to 

communications costs that created a niche for regional exchanges like the Boston Stock Exchange. 

As these restrictions have been relaxed and communications costs have fallen, competition has 

increased generally, and many exchanges have abandoned their traditional non-profit, cooperative 

structures and become for-profit firms. In the U.S., regional stock exchanges have had trouble 

competing with the NYSE, but competition between the NYSE and NASDAQ has intensified. 

There are now six competitive equity options exchanges in the U.S.; they are linked electronically so 

that investors are guaranteed the best available price, and the largest market shares hover below 40 

percent. Stock exchanges have been ordered to provide such linkage; this is expected to happen 

some time in 2007 and may have a major effect on the competitive landscape. 

In Europe, on the other hand, there has thus far been very little direct competition between. 

the London Stock Exchange and other European exchanges, such as Euronext and Deutsche Borse. , 

One key question in mergers between stock exchanges is whether network effects will continue to 

limit the scope for competition or whether falling communications costs and the computerization of 

the securities business will make global competition -of one sort or another -inevitable. 

5.3. Microsoft Media Player 

The European Commission found that Microsoft had abused a,dominant position in 

operating systems by including media player technologies in Windows.30 It argued that there were 

a See Friess & Greenaway, srqra note 9. 

30 For contrary views on this case, see Maurits Dolmans &Thomas Graf, Ana3si1 ofljing UfiderAtticle 82 EC: The Eumpeatr 
Con~mirxion'sMimsoft Decrjin in Perspecfr'w, 27 WORLDCOMPETITION225 (2004). See also David S. Evans &A.Jorge Padilla, 

ljing UnakrAm'cIe 82 ECand the Microsoft Dekion: A Comment or1 Dolmans and Grd  27 WORLD COMPETITION
503 (2004). 



indirect network effects between the use of media players and the provision of content If more 

people have a particular media player, content providers will tend to encode content in that format. 

If more content is available in the format for a particular media player, users will tend to use that 

media player. The Commission argued that content providers would standardize on Windows Media 

Player because this player was available on most personal computers, which of course included 

Windows. In effect, the Commission argued that the existence of network effects would result in the 

"media player market" tipping to Wmdows Media Player31 

For its part Microsoft has agreed that there are indirect network effects but that the 

existence of such effects is not sufficient to tip a market to a single platform. In particular, it has 

argued that media players are horizontally differentiated products and that most content providers 

and many users engage in multi-homing. Who is right on this score depends on factual disputes 

between the Commission and Microsoft that we do not consider here. 

MagiYIis a leading European Community case involving the compulsory licensing of 

intellectual property. What makes it interesting from a two-sided standpoint is that it involved several 

interlinked two-sided platforms. The defendants in the case were three television networks @'IF,, 

BBC, and ITV) whose broadcasts were received in Ireland. RTE and ITV were two-sided platforms, 

receiving revenues from advertisers. RTE was also supported by licenses paid by consumers for 

having television sets. The BBC received similar revenues from licenses for television sets in the UK 

(but not Ireland). The BBC did not allow advertising and was not a two-sided platform. All three 

networks published an advertising-supported television guide that contained their own weekly 

listings; these were two-sided platforms. In addition they each provided their daily listings to 

newspapers-other two-sided platforms-that combined the listings. 

Magill TVGuide (+gdl) wanted to publish a weekly advertising-supported guide that 

contained the listings of the three networks. The networks complained that this violated their 

copyrights. The Commission and ultimately the European courts concluded that there would be a 

market-in the antitrust sense-for a weekly television guide and that the refusal to supply the 

copyrighted information prevented the emergence of the weekly guide product. As it turns out, the 

31 Order offhe Preridt~t ofoffhe Cotrrt ofFint Itutunce. (Pm~eedingsjr Interim Reh+Artice 82 EC), Case T-201/04R 2,Microsoft 
Corporationv.Commission,Dec. 22,2004,at fl365,388, uvuih6/e ut http://cuda.eu:mt/en/content/juris/~. 
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weekly newspapers were the main beneficiaries of this decision since they started weekly television 

supplements included in the Sunday newspapers. Magdl never made a successful go of it. 

We will return to these issues when we discuss the analysis of market definition and market 

power. The key point is that the analysis by dl the parties (including the television networks) ignores 

a key side of the two-sided industry h e r e t h e  advertisers who were the likely source of much of the 

revenue and profits-as well as the link between the guides and the television business. 

6. Antitrust Implications of Two-sided Platform Economics 

Whether the economics of two-sided platforms can assist in determining whether a merger 

or business practice is anticompetitive is, like many aspects of economics, an empirical question. As 

with market power generally two-sidedness is a matter of degree. Sometimes the two-sided nature of 

the business is critical for the analysis. Other times it is an interesting aspect of the industry that 

should be thought about but is not ultimately determinative. And still other times an industry may 

have two-sided aspects that are too insubstantial to matter. 

6.I .  Market Defitlition atzd Market Power 

The analysis of market power, and the associated issue of the de£inition of the relevant 

market are typically a central component of antitrust cases, although the reasons for this vary 

somewhat across antitrust matters. In most cases it is crucial to determine whether the defendants 

have or could obtain significant market power and thus, by definition, maintain or raise prices above 

the competitive level. The determination of whether a firm or group of 6rms has market power can 

also be important because entities that have significant market power are more likely to have the 

. 	 ability and incentive to engage in business practices that could foreclose competition. Moreover, 

entities that obtain significant market power as a result of a business practice may be able to recoup 

costs they incur from investing in anticompetitive actiirities such as predatory pricing and vertical 

foreclosure. Business practices engaged in by entities that either lack market power or are unlikely to 

acquire it are often presumed benign (except of course for naked price fixing and related cartel 

practices). 

The economics of two-sided platforms provides several insights into analysis of market 

power. 



The link between the customers on the two-sides affects the price elasticity of 
demand and thus the extent to which a price increase on either side is profitable. It 
therefore necessarily limits market power all else equal. Consider two sides A and B. 
An increase in the price to side A reduces the number of customers on side A and 
therefore reduces the value that customers on side Breceive from the platform. 
That in turn reduces the price that side Bwill pay and the number of customers on 
side B.The reduction in the number of customers on side Bin turn reduces the 
demand on side A and thus the price that customers on side A will pay. These 
positive feedback effects may take some time to work themselves out, but, as we 
demonstrated above, even if, say, customers on side A are not very sensitive to 
price, all elre (irncluding the behavior of those in side B) equal, demand from side A 
may nonetheless end up being very price-sensitive indeed when these feedback 
effects work themselves out 

2) 	 For two-sided platforms it can be important to recognize that competition on both 
sides of a transaction can limit profits. Suppose in a market without multi-homing 
that there is limited competition on side A because customers cannot easily switch 
between vendors of that side, but there is intense competition on side Bbecause 
customers can and do switch between vendors based on price and quality. Then if 
competitors on side Bcannot differentiate their products and otherwise compete on 
an equal footing, the ability to raise prices on side A will not lead to an increase in 
profits. Any additional profits on side A wiU be competed away on side B. This is 
different from a simple multi-product setting, since the platform cannot stop serving 
side Bwithout leaving the business entirely. This point is especially relevant for 
assessing incentives and recoupment. It is also worth noting that the possibility of 
multi-homing on side Bwill permit positive profits, since it reduces the intensity of 
competition. 

3) 	 Price equals marginal cost (or average variable cost) on a particular side is not a 

relevant economic benchmark for two-sided platforms for evaluating either market 

power, claims of predatory pricing, or excessive pricing under European 

Community law. As we saw above, the non-predatory, profit-maximizing price on 
each side is a complex function of the.elasticities of demandon both sides, indirect 
network effects, and marginal costs on both sides. Thus it is incorrect to conclude, 
as a matter of economics, that deviations between price and marginal cost on one 
side provide any indication of pricing to exploit market power or to drive out 
competition.32 

The constraints on market power that result from interlinked demand also affect market 

definition. Market definition assists in understandmg constraints on business behavior and assessing 

the contours of competition that are relevant for evaluating a practice. In some cases, the fact that a 

business can be thought of as two-sided may be irrelevant. That could happen either because the 

indirect network effects though present are small or because nothing in the analysis of the practices 

32 For the two-sided platform as a whole, a formula similar to the standard Lerner index emerges in the Rochet-Tirole 
model. This is not a general result, and it thus suggests that the overall pdce-cost margia is somewhat less relevant than in 
single-sided businesses for evaluating overall market power. 



really hinges on the linkages between the demands of participating groups. In other cases, the fact 

that a business is two-sided will prove important both by identifying the real dimensions of 

competition and focusing on sources of constraints.33 

side 1 

aide 2 

side 

Figure I .  Types of D~@ere~~tiatedPlatform Conrpetition 

Figure 1shows potential sources of competitive constraints for a two-sided platform 

denoted by A It faces competition of some degree from other differentiated two-sided platforms 

that serve the same customer groups (e.g. the newspapers in a city). It also faces competition from 

single-sided businesses that provide competitive services to one side only (e.g. billboards). And it 

faces competition from other two-sided platforms that provide a product that competes mainly with 

one side but not the other (e.g., advertising-supported televi'sion). Again, the existence of these 

constraints does not mean they are important, only that they need to be looked at. 

6.2. ' Coordit~ated Practices 

The key insight of the economics of two-sided platforms in the oligopoly context is that to 

be successful cartels may need to coordinate on both sides. Consider the situation in which there are 

several competing two-sided platforms. If they agree to fix prices on one side only the cartel 

33 See David S.Evans &Michael Noel, Dej?tringAnn'hurt Mmkets WbenFims OpemteMrdti-Sided PL@rn~s,COLUM.BUS.L. 
REV.(2005). 



members will tend to compete the supracompetitive profits away on the other side. This observation 

has two corollaries. The first is that it is harder to form an effective cartel in an industry with two- 

sided platforms than in single-sided industries, all else equal. The cartel requires more agreements and 

monitoring because of the additional side. The second is that if an authority finds evidence of a price 

tix on one side it should probably look carefully for evidence on the other side. This was relevant, as 

we note above, in the price fixing case involving Sotheby's and Christie's. 

The economics of two-sided platforms is also relevant for evaluating the practices of 

cooperatives and joint ventures as we saw from the discussion of the NaBanco case. Payment card 

systems, financial exchanges, and music collecting societies h e  examples of two-sided platforms that 

are sometimes organized as not-for-profit cooperatives. The two-sided platforms adopt various rules 

and regulations for the members and take charge of certain centralized functions. The economics of 

two-sided platforms is useful for assessing whether there is an efficiency rationale behind an 

agreement over prices. In NaBat~co,as we noted, the court found that the collective setting of the 

interchange fee helped balance the demands between cardholders and merchants (it helped 

internalize an externality) and eliminated the need for bilateral negotiations (it reduced the 

transactions cost of internalizing the externality). 

6.3. Ut~ilateralPractices 

In trying to assess whether unilateral practices are anticompetitive the special economic 

features of two-sided platforms need to be considered. 

Predatory atzd Excessive Pn'n'tg 

Our review of pricing showed that a robust conclusion of the economics literature is that 

profit-maximizing two-sided platforms may find that it is profitable overall to price the product 

offered on one side below average variable cost, below marginal cost, or even below zero. The 

empirical evidence indicates that such below-cost pricing is common, occurs in stable market 

equilibrium, and is therefore not designed mainly for the purpose of foreclosing competition. 

Therefore, any presumption that below-cost pricing by two-sided platforms is anticompetitive is 

simply not valid. Of course, it is certainly possible for two-sided platforms to engage in predatory 

pricing by setting its price on one side so low as to deny other platforms access to this side of the 

market. It is also possible for a two-sided platform to engage in 2-sided predatory pricing, charging 

below cost overall on both sides with the purpose of foreclosing competitors. Cost-based tests make 



1 

some sense in the latter case, but it is hard to see how they could be used to analyze an allegation of 

one-sided predation. 

Under Article 82 of the EC Treaty a dominant firm can be found to have made an abuse by 

charging "unfair purchase or selling prices." Just as a below-cost price on one side can emerge in 

long-run market equilibrium so can an above-cost price on the other side. Indeed, such below- 

cost/above-cost prices will come together. This issue has come up in a series of cases in Europe in 

which regulatory authorities have found mobile telephone operators to have charged fixed-line 

carriers "excessive7' prices for terminating calls on their networks; the authorities recognize that the 

profits from these excessive prices are competed away in part through low prices for handsets and 

call origination. Indeed, the UK's Office of Communication (OfCom) recognized that mobile 

telephone platforms were highly competitive.(on the mobile subscriber side at least) and did not 

overall earn supracompetitive returns.34 Although they did not accept that this was a two-sided 

business, and did not apply two-sided analysis, OfCom did provide an "indirect network externality" 

kicker to the regulated price it imposed on the mobile termination side.35 

Under a rule of reason analysis36 the economics of two-sided platforms can provide an 

explanation for certain tying practices that seem to reduce consumer choice and harm consumers. As 

we discussed above, the platform provider designs the platform-including the constellation of 

services and features-to harness internalized externalities, minimize transactions costs between the 

customers and both sides, and maximize the overall value o'f the platform. As part of harnessing 

externalities this platform provider wants to increase positive indirect network effects while limiting 

3 See, e.g., Dirmntinrring Regr~htiot~: Mob& A h s s  and Call Onigiatiot~ Market, OFFICE OFTELECOMMUNICATIONS(OFTEL), 
Nov. 4,2003,at $1.2,mi/ab/e at 
http://ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/oftelsconl103.pdf, ("no mobile network 
operator, either individually or in combination with one.or more other mobile network operators, has [significant market 
power] in that market"). No provider has a share exceeding 28 percent See, e.g., United Kigdonr: Teleconrs and Technology 
Background E c o ~ o ~ s rINTEnGENCE UNIT, Nov. 1,2005. 

35 Wbo/cra/e Mobile Voice Call Termination, OFFICE OF CO~IM~JNICATION(OFCOM),June 1,2004,at pp. 163-172,avai/ab/e at 
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/mobiledteation/vct/vct.pdSee +strong, slpra note 8. 

3 Economists and legal scholars generally agree that tying should be considered under a rule of reason analysis rather than a 
perse test That is not the state of the law in the United States or the European Community both of whose highest courts 
have adopted something closer to aperse test of liabiity. However, both courts admit that efficiencies can at least play a 
limited role in the analysis (ii the United States through the separate product test and in the European Union through the 
possibility of "objective justification" of the practice). 

http://ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/oftelsconl103.pdf
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/mobiledteation/vct/vct.pd


negative indirect network effects. As a consequence, the two-sided platform may impose 

requirements on side A that do not benefit them directly and which customers on that side might 

even reject after comparing private benefits and costs. But such requirements may benefit side B. 

And if the demand increases on side B, these requirements may increase the value placed on the 

platform on side A-and  in fact could increase value so much that the feature provides a net benefit 

to side A37 

The honor-all-cards rule for payment cards is a possible example. Card systems generally 

require that merchants that agree to take the system's branded cards agree to take al l branded cards 

that are presented by shoppers. Thus, merchants that have a contract to take American Express cards 

cannot decide to take payment by Amex corporate cards but not Amex personal cards, or to take 

payment &om visibly wealthy travelers but not from locals. For at least some merchants the private 

benefit of this requirement outweighs its cost (generally we would expect that merchants would 

privately want a choice to take whatever card they wanted). 38 However, this rule makes the system's 

branded card more valuable to its cardholders, who have the assurance that their card will be 

accepted for payment at merchants that display the system's acceptance mark. By increasing the 

number of cardholders it makes the card a more valuable payment device for merchants to accept.39 

The potential for profits on the other side provides a possible incentive for exclusive 

contracts in two-sided platforms. One of the main Chicago School observations about exclusive 

contracts is that a consumer is always free not to agree to exclusivity. The conclusion is that 

exclusivity in contracts must reflect consumers' judgment that the benefits (lower prices or 

efficiencies) outweigh the costs of only dealing with one firm. For two-sided platform businesses, it is 

at least possible that there is an externality; exclusive contracts on one side might help a platform 

37 See Rochet and Tmle, nrpmnote 6. 

38 For a discussion of this issue, see ROBERTE. LITAN&ALEXJ. POLLOCK, CARDNETWORKSTHEFUTUREOF CHARGE 

(AEI-Brookings Joint Center, Working Paper, 2006). 


39 A class of merchants claimed that Visa and Mastercard had illegally tied by requiringmerchants that accepted their credit 
cards to also accept their debit cards. The card associations agreed to end this practice after a federal district court judge 
applied t h e p  se tying test and ruled that the associates failed several prongs of this test as a matter of law. In re Visa 
Check/MasterMoney Antitrust Litigation, 192 E.R.D. 68 @.D.N.Y 2000).American Express has been sued by a class of 
merchants for illegally tying its corpora& and personal cards. See Lavonne Kuykendall, MmhanisSuing A n m A d d  Cih; 
MBNA as Defet~danis,170 AM.BANKER(2005). 



gain market power on other sides. The consumers agreeing to the exclusive contracts on one side 

might, at least in the short run,gain from or be indifferent to exclusivity, but they may not take into 

account the costs to consumers on the other sides from decreased platform competition. Some 

recent work suggests that it is at least theoretically possible for a two-sided platform to use exclusive 

contracts to exclude competitors, although the welfare consequences of these contracts are not 

clearly harmful.40 

As with exclusivity in one-sided markets, however, this can only be a concern if one firm has 

exclusivity over most or all of the market and if the exclusivity is persistent and durable. For example, 

consumers on the nonexclusive side could respond by moving to a competing platform, thus exerting 

pressure on consumers on the exclusive side to end exclusivity. Moreover, in markets with significant 

buyer concentration, the buyers would be reluctant to agree to exclusivity if there is some expectation 

that it will lead to dominance by that platform, as that will likely result in higher prices in the future 

for all sides. As with one-sided markets, one needs to consider whether the efficiencies from 

exclusive contracts- for example, in helping to create a platform that might not otherwise exist for 

the benefit of consumers- offset possible costs from reducing competition. 

7. Qualifications and Conclusions 

The indirect network effects between customer groups served by a single business are strong 

in many important indusmes. Businesses in these industries operate two-sided platforms. The . 

economics of two-sided platforms provides insights into how these businesses and industries behave 

that are relevant for competition analysis including market definition, coordinated practices, unilateral 

practices, and the evaluation of efficiencies. The economic literature provides robust results-that is, 

ones that are not dependent on only fragde assumptions-that can assist in this analysis. These 

results include the consequences of interlinked demand between customer sides for prices; prices do 

not, contrary to the standard model, have a tight relationship with cost. 

As with almost any application of economics to policy several cautions are prudent. First, 

many of the theoretical results in the literature to date are, like those in other areas of industrial 

organization, based on quite abstract models of how industries operate and special assumptions of 

demand and cost Second, to date there has been little rigorous empirical research on two-sided 

40 See Mark Armstrong&JulianWright,Two-SidedMarkef~, ConIpetitiue Bottlenecks and Exclusiue contracts, ECON.THEORY 
(forthcoming, 2006). 



platforms or competition among them. Third, the theoretical and empirical work to date suggests 

that how two-sided businesses work is highly dependent on the specific institutions and technologies 

of an industry. One must be careful generalizing. 




